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Customer Profile

The Yankees Entertainment and Sports 
Network (YES Network) is an American cable 
and satellite television regional sports network 
based in New York City, New York. YES 
Network broadcasts a variety of sports events, 
with an emphasis on New York Yankees 
baseball games, Brooklyn Nets basketball 
games, and New York City Football Club 
(NYCFC) soccer games.

Headquarters
New York City, NY
web.yesnetwork.com

An American cable and satellite television 
network employed EPS Cloud to build an 
infrastructure for finding/using archived 
vintage video footage.
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Overview/Executive Summary

The sports broadcasting industry generates a tremendous amount of video footage every year, 
a fact that has created massive archives going back decades. As a leading regional player in 
this field, the YES Network needed to rapidly access such vintage footage for highlight shows 
and clips during games. Unfortunately, their on-premises legacy infrastructure could no longer 
deliver the required performance for finding and utilizing the massive amounts of archived 
footage. This limited the YES Network’s ability to remain competitive in the eyes of fans.

Business Challenge

The YES Network had long relied on their on-premises legacy Playbook application, a custom 
application that enables the network to load and play videos, for their media files. Over time, 
the legacy technology accumulated large amounts of data which ultimately overwhelmed the 
system and delivered inadequate performance, particularly for large files with long run-time. 
The YES Network decided to move their Playbook application to the cloud, but needed the 
right partner to make it happen. They chose EPS Cloud.

“By relying on Microsoft technology and the expertise of EPS 
Cloud, we benefited from an upgrade that increased our 
business process in a positive manner.”
Reji Matthew - Executive Senior Director, YES Network

http://web.yesnetwork.com
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About Equinix Professional 
Services for Cloud
Equinix Professional Services 
for Cloud (EPS Cloud) helps 
enterprises quickly and easily 
design, implement and optimize 
IT services to meet ever-changing 
cloud needs. All services and 
recommendations are carrier, 
service provider and technology 
neutral, ensuring every solution 
best meets each enterprise’s 
unique business demands. 

Learn more at  
Equinix.com/epscloud

EPS Cloud
Main: +1.212.202.5800
Email: epssales@equinix.com

Solution
The EPS Cloud solution involved upgrading YES Network’s existing ASP and .NET 
environments to the latest versions and migrating the environment to Azure, utilizing an Azure 
SQL database. Azure SQL provides a very flexible and highly scalable video platform, capable 
of easily streaming videos of two to three hours in length. 

The original YES Playbook application utilized authentication to identify user roles and grant 
role-based access lights. EPS Cloud recommended and executed an upgrade from Microsoft 
365 to Active Directory (AD) Premium to allow for continuous role-based integration with the 
application in the cloud.

Expected Business Benefits and Results

Improved performance – Upgrades to the legacy technology allow video upload of files over 
2GB, which was previously impossible and restricting

Improved scalability for video storage - YES Network is now able to leverage Azure’s highly 
available, durable and scalable storage solution that automatically grows as the application’s 
media file library expands

Reduced maintenance - By switching from on-premises SQL 2005 to SQL Azure, the need 
to maintain an SQL Server database has been virtually eliminated. The SQL Azure database 
automatically provides software patching as part of the service, as well as built-in system 
replicas that improves provide data protection, uptime and stability

Technology Used

• Windows Azure platform
• Azure websites
• Azure SQL
• Azure AD Premium
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Figure 1. YES Network’s Architecture Diagram
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